[Cytoplasmic syncytial connection--one of three forms of interneuronal connection].
The paper is a review of the current state of the important theoretical problem of neurophysiology about the principal possibility of the existence in the nervous system, apart from the major synaptic and contact connections, also of the cytoplasmic syncytial interneuronal connection. Also analyzed are electron microscopy data and results of observation on behavior of living neurons in tissue culture, which allow suggesting the existence in some loci of the nervous system and under certain conditions of the third form of syncytial interneuronal interactions. Regular signs of syncytial perforations are their formation on the ground of membrane contacts and the presence of rounded layers of fused membranes in the zone of defect and of residual membrane structures in the lumen of the perforations. Syncytial connections are formed only in the places, in which glia is absent. In other areas of neuronal bodies or processes, such perforations have never been revealed. The appearance of the cytoplasmic connections in some parts of the nervous system and at certain periods of its development undoubtedly produces an essential effect on functional properties of these parts.